
   

   

  Baby Boy Arrival Gift
 
£44.99

OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
Our Baby Boy Arrival gift basket is competitively priced, and contains a
host of gorgeous new baby boy gifts. A greetings card and hand tied
ribbon finish a hamper perfect gift for welcoming the arrival of a baby
boy. Our baby hampers can't be beaten on quality and price.The Baby
Girl Arrival Gift is a collection of gifts for baby girls arranged in a
wicker container which is then gift wrapped and sent to friends, family
or colleagues to welcome the arrival of their newborn daughter. This
arrival gift for a new baby girl is a popular choice for those who want
to acknowledge a new baby's birth with an inexpensive gift option,
and is available for quick next day delivery nationwide in the UK.

  Details
 
It's always been our policy to only include the best quality, branded toys, gifts and clothing in our baby gift baskets and hampers - making us
stand apart from the competition. Our Baby Boy Arrival hamper - although our most inexpensive - is no exception to the rule. The hamper
basket itself is white painted wicker and lined in lovely fabric. Inside we have included a beautiful soft organic cotton bodysuit for a baby boy, a
designer bib made in London, an adoreable teddy bear comfort blankie, baby's 1st year record book and a new baby boy balloon. It is hand
wrapped with pretty polka dot cellophane, decorated with hand tied it's a boy ribbon, and accompanied by a New Baby Boy gift card with your
personal message. 

Additional Information
 
Contents

Frugi Organics 100% Cotton Baby Boy Bodysuit
Franco Frog Character Bib by Olive and Moss London
Giraffe Comfort Blankie from the Suki Baby Collection
Elliott & Buttons "New Baby Boy" Record Book
New Baby Boy Heat Sealed Foil Balloon on Stick
Pretty White Wicker Fabric Lined Gift Basket
Presentation Gift Wrapped in Cellophane
Decorated with hand tied "It's A Boy" ribbon
New Baby Boy gift card for your personalised message
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